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Highlights

The Role of Continental Heterogeneity on the Evolution of Conti-

nental Margin Topography at Subduction Zones

Antoniette Greta Grima, Thorsten W. Becker

• We use free-surface subduction models to investigate the influence of

heterogeneity across the continental overriding plate.

• Continental structure modulates overriding plate topography, continen-

tal extension, trench retreat, and slab morphology.

• Variations in the type of continental heterogeneity can explain vari-

ations in the width, extent of extension, and asymmetry of back-arc

basins.
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Abstract

The nature of the overriding plate plays a major role in shaping subduction

zone processes. In particular, the highly heterogeneous continental litho-

sphere modulates intra-plate tectonics and the surface evolution of our planet.

However, the role of continental heterogeneity is relatively under-explored for

the dynamics of subduction models. We investigate the influence of rheolog-

ical and density variations across the overriding plate on the evolution of

continental lithosphere and slab dynamics in the upper mantle. We focus

on the effects of variations in continental margin and keel properties on de-

formation, topographic signals, and basin formation. Our results show that

the thickness, extent, and strength of the continental margin and subcon-

tinental keel play a crucial role for the morphology and topography of the
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overriding plate, as well as the retreat of the subducting slab. We show

that this lateral heterogeneity can directly influence the coupling between

the subducting and overriding plate and determine the partitioning of plate

velocities across the overriding plate. These findings suggest that back-arc

extension and subsidence are not solely controlled by slab dynamics but are

also influenced by continental margin and keel properties. Large extended

back-arc regions, such as the Pannonian and Aegean basins, may result from

fast slab rollback combined with a weak continental margin and a strong

and extended continental keel. Narrow margins, like the Okinawa Trough

in NE Japan, may indicate a comparatively stronger continental margin and

weaker or smaller continental keel. Additionally, continental keel properties

may affect the overall topography of the continental lithosphere, leading to

uplift of the deformation front and the formation of intermontane basins.

Keywords: Continental margin topography, continental heterogeneity,

back-arc extension, subduction zone evolution

1. Introduction1

The presence of thick, buoyant continental lithosphere at subduction2

zones is a key feature of modern-day plate tectonics and exerts a first-order3

control on the subduction zone evolution, the trench rollback behaviour, the4

slab dip angle at trench, and the slab deflection at the top of the lower5

mantle (Capitanio et al., 2010; Butterworth et al., 2012; Sharples et al.,6

2014; Holt et al., 2015a,b; Crameri and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2018). The con-7
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tinental lithosphere consists of thick, buoyant crust resisting recycling and8

is often underlain by strong, depleted mantle lithosphere and confined by9

weak, deformable margins (Jordan, 1981; Lenardic et al., 2000). Results10

from geopotential, seismic, tomographic, geochemical and rock physics stud-11

ies show great variability across the continental lithosphere from its margin12

to its interior domains (e.g. Jordan, 1981; Ghosh et al., 2010; Audet and13

Bürgmann, 2011; Pearson et al., 2021).14

Continental margins are regions of high strain rates, accommodating15

within their deformation most of the relative plate motions (e.g. Gordon,16

2000; Zhong, 2001; Becker, 2006; Ghosh et al., 2013). At subduction zones17

the margin records the history of subduction and deformation (Uyeda, 1982).18

Based on estimates of upper plate strain derived from the type of earthquake19

focal mechanisms, Heuret and Lallemand (2005) and Lallemand and Heuret20

(2017) broadly classified the deformation of the overriding plate margin into21

either back-arc extension or compression. Previous work suggests that this22

dichotomy of back-arc behaviour may be governed by a variety of subduction23

parameters, such as the convergence velocity, trench rollback, the direction24

of motion of the overriding plate, the degree of plate coupling at the trench25

(determined by the strength of the subduction interface), the subducting26

plate age and the angle of subduction at the trench (Sleep and Toksöz, 1971;27

Chase, 1978; Molnar and Atwater, 1978; Heuret et al., 2007; Sdrolias and28

Müller, 2006; Sternai et al., 2014; Sharples et al., 2014).29

Continental cratons or continental “roots”, make up a major component30
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of the continental lithosphere and these are understood to be old, thick,31

cold, and chemically distinct due to their fractionation (Jordan, 1981; Lee32

et al., 2005). For a planet with active plate tectonics, continental cratons33

are intriguing in that they have resisted subduction through many Wilson34

Cycles. This implies that they have to be not only neutral or positively35

buoyant, but also relatively high viscosity to resist recycling (Lenardic et al.,36

2000, 2003; Rolf and Tackley, 2011; Yoshida, 2012). Deeply penetrating roots37

underneath cratonic shields can increase the coupling between the lithosphere38

and the mantle and modify surface deformation style (Zhong, 2001; Conrad39

and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2006; Becker, 2006; O’Driscoll et al., 2009; Paul et al.,40

2023).41

Significant numerical and analogue modelling efforts have sought to un-42

derstand the role of the continental lithosphere at subduction zones with43

dynamic subduction models (e.g. Capitanio et al., 2010; Butterworth et al.,44

2012; Sharples et al., 2014; Holt et al., 2015a,b; Crameri and Lithgow-Bertelloni,45

2018; Wolf and Huismans, 2019). However, in most of these studies, the au-46

thors consider the overriding plate as homogeneous lithosphere, ignoring the47

dichotomy between margin and keel. Yet, work by Naliboff et al. (2009),48

Ghosh et al. (2013), and Paul et al. (2023), for example, suggests that re-49

gional variations in lithospheric strength may play an important role in de-50

termining the regional stress patterns which has implications for the surface51

deformation and plate driving forces.52

In this work we seek to expand on previous efforts to understand the role53
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of continental strength heterogeneities by exploring the effects of variations54

in continental margin and keel properties on the evolution of deformation,55

topographic signal, and basin formation in a 2-D numerical model of subduc-56

tion with and without a free surface boundary condition. Expanding on the57

back-arc deformation studies for a homogeneous overriding plate by Balázs58

et al. (2017), Wolf and Huismans (2019), Dasgupta et al. (2021), and Erdős59

et al. (2022) we show that continental deformation and back-arc extension60

can occur in both wide and narrow continental back-arcs, and is controlled61

to a large extent by the thickness, extent, and strength of the continental62

margin and the continental keel. The nature of this heterogeneity influences63

the extent, depth, and asymmetry of deformation and subsidence within the64

continental back-arc region, and the amount of trench retreat observed on65

the subducting plate.66

2. Methods67

2.1. Modelling approach68

Building on earlier studies, we model freely evolving subduction and in-69

teractions with an overriding plate within the approximation of a thermo-70

mechanical, 2-D convective system (Holt et al., 2015a; Holt and Condit,71

2021). For this, we use the finite element code ASPECT (version 2.3.0)72

(Kronbichler et al., 2012; Heister et al., 2017; Bangerth et al., 2021) to solve73

the equations for the conservation of mass (eq. 1), momentum (eq. 2) and74

energy (eq. 3) to model flow of an incompressible, laminar fluid under the75
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Boussinesq approximation and no internal heating:76

∇ · v = 0 (1)

−∇ · (2ηϵ̇) +∇p = ρg (2)

(
∂T

∂t
+ v · ∇T

)
− κ∇2T = 0 (3)

Here, v is the velocity, ϵ̇ is the strain-rate tensor, η viscosity, p pressure,77

g gravitational acceleration, T temperature, and κ thermal diffusivity. Our78

basic setup builds on Holt and Condit (2021), and Table 1 provides more79

details on the model parameters used in this study.80

2.1.1. Numerical parameters and boundary conditions81

Our subduction models evolve dynamically self-consistently in that there82

are no external forces or velocities applied to the system. Our model domain83

extends to 11,600 km in the x-direction and 2,900 km in the y-direction84

(Fig. 1). Our side boundaries are free slip and our top boundary is a free85

surface which allows for self-consistent mesh deformation and topographic86

build-up with model evolution. We also include model suites with a mechan-87

ical free slip top boundary condition to compare the role of the free surface in88

the evolution of overriding plate topography and slab dynamics (Table A.289

and Figs. A.10-A.13). For our free surface models, we choose to advect the90
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Figure 1: a) Model set-up including a free surface top boundary condition and a continental
keel with inset, b), showing a zoomed-in view of the subducting and overriding plates, the
weak crustal layer, and the initial condition of our model at the start of our models for
reference-keel case 4.

free surface in the direction of the surface normal (instead of that of the local91

vertical) to avoid mesh distortions and better mass conservation preservation92

of the domain. We also apply a diffusion process in order to counteract the93

strong mesh deformation, in an approach similar to that adopted by Sandi-94

ford et al. (2021). We also limit our initial maximum time step (to 200 years),95

the relative increase in time step (to 20), and the overall maximum time step96

allowed in the model (to 2,000) to encourage initial isostatic convergence to97

equilibrium.98

We use ASPECT’s adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) to increase the reso-99

lution of our models around areas of interest, namely around the subducting100

slab, at the top of the model domain, within the overriding continental litho-101

sphere and around and within a 7.5 km thick weak crust which acts as an102

interface between the subducting and overriding plates. We do this by setting103

AMR to occur for finite elements with large gradients in viscosity, temper-104

ature, and composition. This allows us to obtain a resolution of 500 m to105
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1 km within the regions of interest while also modelling flow at the scale of106

the whole mantle. For models with a free surface top boundary condition,107

AMR is initiated after the first 0.5 Myr of model evolution. This is to avoid108

recurring refinement during the free surface oscillations prior to its isostatic109

stabilisation.110

2.1.2. Initial conditions111

The initial set-up for our reference case model (keel-free case 1, Table A.2)112

includes a 6,000 km long, 80 Ma old oceanic lithosphere subducting at an113

initial subduction angle of 70◦, with an initial slab length of 200 km, under114

a 2500 km long, 150 km thick, 120 Ma, buoyant continental lithosphere115

(Table 1). Both the oceanic and continental plates are bounded by ridge116

segments on either side of the model domain and are separated by a 7.5 km117

thick weak crustal layer (Fig. 1). This crustal layer has viscosity of 1020 Pa s118

and acts to decouple the two plates where the properties of the crustal layer119

were discussed by Behr et al. (2022).120

To test the role of continental heterogeneity on the evolution of sub-121

duction and topography, we compare our keel-free case 1 model with our122

reference-keel case 2 where we implement a 75 km thick, 200 km long keel123

at the bottom of the continental lithosphere (Fig. 1). The continental keel124

starts at 200 km away from the edge of the continental lithosphere at the125

trench and extends all the way under the remaining extent of the overriding126

plate. In our models, the keel strength is represented by a viscosity increase127
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from 1023 Pa s (which is the standard viscosity of the continental lithosphere128

in our models) to 1024 Pa s. The weak crustal layer, the continental overrid-129

ing plate, and the continental keel are implemented and advected as separate130

compositional fields, which are discussed next.131

2.1.3. Temperature and density structure132

The lithospheric plates in our models are defined using the half-space133

cooling law for lithosphere of 80 Ma and 120 Ma respectively, we use a ther-134

mal diffusivity of 10−6 m2s−1 and a mantle potential temperature of 1573 K.135

The density in our models is temperature dependent and we include differ-136

ent reference densities for the background mantle and oceanic lithosphere,137

the overriding continental plate and continental keel, and the oceanic crust138

(Table 1). In the reference-keel cases (cases 2 and 4), the continental plate139

and continental keel have the same density but this is modified for some spe-140

cific test cases (Table A.2). The crust and the overriding plate material have141

lower densities compared to the oceanic lithosphere and mantle which is to142

ensure a positively buoyant continental plate and to approximate the lower143

density of the basaltic crust similar to the approach adopted by Behr et al.144

(2022).145
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Parameter Symbol Units Value
Thermal expansion coefficient α K−1 3 · 10−5

Thermal diffusivity κ m2s−1 10−6

Surface temperature Ts K 273
Mantle potential temperature Tm K 1573
Adiabatic temperature gradient dzT K km−1 0.3
Slab and mantle density ρ0 kg m−3 3300
Weak Crust density ρcrust kg m−3 3175
Continental and keel density ρop kg m−3 3150
Gravitational acceleration g m s−2 9.8
Subducting plate age tsp Myr 80
Subducting plate viscosity ηsp Pa s 2.5 · 1022−23

Weak Crust viscosity ηcrust Pa s 2.5 · 1020
Weak Crust thickness hcrust km 7.5
Overriding plate age top Myr 120
Overriding plate viscosity ηsp Pa s 2.5 · 1022−23

Overriding plate thickness hop km 150
Reference keel viscosity ηkeel Pa s 2.5 · 1024
Reference keel thickness hop km 75
Maximum viscosity ηmax Pa s 2.5 · 1024
Minimum viscosity ηmin Pa s 2.5 · 1018
Dislocation creep (UM)
Activation energy E kJmol−1 540
Activation volume V cm3mol−1 12
Pre-factor A Pa−1s−1 8.5 · 10−15 (LM)
Exponent n - 3.5
Diffusion creep (UM,LM)
Activation energy E kJmol−1 300 (UM,LM)
Activation volume V cm3mol−1 4 (UM), 2.5 (LM)
Pre-factor A Pa−1s−1 10−10 (UM),

5.78 · 10−13 (LM)
Exponent n - 1
Plastic yielding
Friction coefficient a - 0.6
Cohesion b MPa 60
Pore fluid factor λ - 0.15
Maximum yield stress τmax MPa 600

Table 1: Model parameters
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2.2. Rheology146

The rheology of the mantle in our models is determined by a compos-147

ite creep law which combines diffusion creep, dislocation creep, and plastic148

yielding (Billen and Hirth, 2005; Becker, 2006; Garel et al., 2014). For the149

upper mantle, we use the following creep laws:150

ηdiff/disl = A
1
n ϵ̇

1−n
n

II exp
E + PV

nRT
, (4)

Where η is the composite viscosity, A a pre-factor, ϵ̇II the second invariant151

of the strain rate tensor, n the stress exponent, R the gas constant, P the152

lithostatic pressure, and T temperature. Our choices of parameters (Table 1)153

are consistent with experimental values for olivine (e.g. Hirth and Kohlstedt,154

2004). We include a 0.3◦C km−1 adiabatic temperature gradient for T in155

eq. (4), and set the diffusion and dislocation creep pre-factors to give ηdiff156

= ηdisl = 5 · 1020 Pa s at a transition strain rate of 5 · 10−15 s−1 and depth of157

330 km (cf. Billen and Hirth, 2005; Becker, 2006). We increase the viscosity158

of the lower mantle by a factor of 20 as motivated by geoid constraints (e.g.159

Hager, 1984; King and Masters, 1992) and limit deformation in the lower160

mantle to occur only through diffusion creep.161

We include quasi-plastic behavior by approximating brittle yielding at162

lithospheric depths, defined as163

ηyield =
min(τyield, 0.5GPa)

2ϵ̇II
, (5)
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where τyield is approximated by a Coulomb friction criterion164

τyield = (aσn + b)λ. (6)

Here, a is the friction coefficient (0.6), b is the cohesion (60 MPa), λ is the165

pore fluid factor also known as the yielding pre-factor and is defined as (e.g.166

Enns et al., 2005)167

λ = 1− Pfluid

Prock

(7)

For our reference model λ has a value of 0.15 but we increase this value to168

0.3 and decrease it to 0.07 for our reduced and increased plastic yielding169

cases respectively (Table A.2). Similar to previous work we assume that σn170

is equal to the lithostatic pressure P.171

The effective viscosity is then calculated as172

ηeff =

(
1

ηdiff
+

1

ηdisl
+

1

nyield

)−1

(8)

and is additionally bounded between an upper limit of 2.5 · 1024 and a lower173

limit of 2.5 · 1018 Pa s to encourage model convergence.174

2.3. Model parameters and variations175

We compare our keel-free case 1 and our reference-keel case 2 (sec. 2.1.2)176

against variations in continental lithosphere strength. We first include a177

75 km weak layer at the bottom of the continental lithosphere (keel-free case 3)178

to approximate a rheologically weaker lower continental crust. Next, for179
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keel case 4 we combine this weaker lower continental lithosphere with a180

strong continental keel. This set-up describes a continental margin with a181

weak lower continental crust and a continental interior underlain by stronger182

continental lithosphere. For cases 1-4 we test each set-up using a free surface183

and a free slip top boundary condition (Table A.2).184

To explore the effect of the continental keel properties on the evolution185

of topography and slab morphology we then vary the properties of the con-186

tinental keel by changing its thickness (cases 5 and 6), extent (keel-case 7),187

density (keel-case 8), and viscosity (keel-cases 9 and 10; Table A.2). We also188

vary the continental margin properties by decreasing the keel-free margin ex-189

tent (margin-case 11), varying its thickness (margin-case 12), and changing190

the amount of yielding allowed (margin-cases 13 and 14; Table A.2).191

2.4. Model analysis192

For each model we track; i), the average overriding and subducting plate193

velocities (measured within the plate core and averaged over the length and194

depth of the plate), ii), the convergence velocity, iii), the velocity of the195

sinking slab and the induced return flow in the upper mantle, iv), the viscos-196

ity, stress, strain rate, and temperature evolution, and, v), the topographic197

evolution.198

We also measure the slab dip angle θ at 175 km depth199

θ = tan−1 δy

δx
, (9)
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where δy is the depth measured between 175 km at the surface and the slab200

tip if this is above 400 km depth or at 400 km depth if the slab tip has sunk201

into the mantle transition zone. δx describes the horizontal distance between202

the top of the slab at 175 km depth and the slab tip.203

The velocity Vtr of the subducting plate at the trench is defined here as204

the deepest point on the subducting plate located away from the ridge and205

is described by206

Vtr =
Vstokes

tan θ
, (10)

where Vstokes is the vertical velocity of the slab measured directly from the207

model output and θ is the slab dip angle at 175 km depth (eq. 9).208

We also define a deformation extent within the overriding plate. This209

region describes the keel-free margin of the continental lithosphere. For this210

region, we track the change in thickness, horizontal extent, strain rates, and211

viscosity from the model output. Our convergence rate is calculated based212

on the velocity of the subducting lithosphere, the trench, the deformation213

region, and the velocity of the continental craton (defined as that part of214

the continental lithosphere overlying by the continental keel). We also track215

the amount of trench rollback for every 0.5 Myr of model time. Lastly, we216

qualitatively examine the slab morphology within the upper mantle and at217

660 km depth.218
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3. Results219

3.1. Surface boundary conditions, topography, and dynamics220

Since we seek to evaluate topography predictions, we test a range of model221

set-ups (Table A.2) with both a free surface and a free slip top boundary to222

compare the influence of the boundary condition on the slab morphology, the223

strain rates and the topography generated on the overriding plate (Fig. 2).224

For all cases, there is little variation in the slab morphology in the upper225

and lower mantle across the free surface and free slip implementations, as226

expected (Kaus et al., 2008).227

Strain rates and surface topography are also comparable save for mi-228

nor, small-scale features (Figs. 2, A.10-A.11) for keel-free case 1 and the229

keel case 2. However, for keel-free case 3 and keel case 4, when introduc-230

ing vertical and lateral heterogeneity within the overriding continental plate,231

the type of surface boundary condition becomes important for surface de-232

formation and topography. For these cases, the free surface implementation233

exhibits focusing of higher strain rates within the continental lithosphere for234

the first 30 Myrs of model evolution (cf. Crameri and Lithgow-Bertelloni,235

2018) and produces significantly different topographic signals compared to236

the free slip version of the same set-up (Fig. 2). However, similar to cases 1237

and 2, the slab morphology in cases 3 and 4 is unaffected by the nature of238

the top boundary condition, indicating that the type of boundary condition239

at the surface of the model does not play a significant role in the evolution of240

slab morphologies (Figs. 2, A.10-A.13; cf. Kaus et al., 2008). For the rest of241
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Figure 2: Surface boundary conditions tests. Top six panels show results form reference-
keel case 2 with homogeneous continental η and continental keel implementation. Left:
Free surface boundary condition. Right: Free slip boundary condition. Top row: Topog-
raphy as a function of horizontal distance and time; bottom row: strain rates and slab
configuration for two timesteps. Bottom six panels show the same fields for keel case 4
with continental η variations and keel implementation.

the paper we will focus on models which include the computationally more242

challenging, but more realistic free surface top boundary condition.243

3.2. Continental keel variations244

Comparing keel-free case 3 and keel case 4 (Figs. A.12 vs. A.13) it is clear245

that the presence of a higher viscosity continental keel underneath the con-246

tinental interior makes an important contribution to the return flow within247

the upper mantle, the slab morphology, the location of deformation and248
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the overall evolution of topography on the overriding plate. The keel in249

case 4 encourages strain rate focusing within the continental margin, result-250

ing in a centralized zone of subsidence bounded by two shoulders of higher251

topography on either side of the margin, mimicking “horst” and “graben”252

structures. This topographic signal forms early on in the model evolution253

and is maintained through the model run. However, does the nature of the254

lateral heterogeneity introduced by the continental keel matter? To answer255

this question we first vary the geometry and then the rheology of the conti-256

nental keel and compare the topographic signal, the strain rates within the257

continental plate and the slab morphology.258

3.2.1. Geometry variations259

Increasing the continental keel thickness (keel-case 5, Fig. 3 and Ta-260

ble A.2) does not result in significant differences in model behaviour and261

topographic signal. However, the subsidence within the central basin of the262

continental margin for this case, is both narrower and deeper compared to263

that observed for keel-case 4 (Table A.3). Decreasing the continental keel264

thickness (keel-case 6) results in a significantly steeper slab in the upper265

mantle and a reduced trench retreat. Case 6 records overall shallower topo-266

graphic elevations, increased tilting of the entire overriding plate towards the267

trench and a distinct lack of the horst and graben morphology which is ob-268

served within the continental margin region of the two previous cases (Fig. 3,269

Table A.3). Maintaining a standard keel thickness and extending its length in270
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keel-case 7 (Fig. 3) encourages slab flattening. Significant subsidence within271

the continental margin results, and a wide deformation front forms. The272

margin deformation is characterised by a central zone of extension split into273

3 focused zones of subsidence. This zone of extension (Table A.3) is bounded274

by two areas of higher elevation similar to previous models with the same or275

higher keel thickness (cases 4 and 5). Extending the continental keel (Fig. 3)276

also encourages the opening of multiple basins within the continental margin277

increasing the amount of margin extension and produces an overall deeper278

trench across the entire model evolution when compared to the previous 3279

cases (Table A.3).280

3.2.2. Rheology variations281

We next maintain the same keel geometry, but change its density in case 8282

and viscosity in case 9 (Fig. 4 left and central panels and Table A.2). Intro-283

ducing a continental keel with a higher density (Table A.2), results in isostat-284

ically increased elevations within the deformed continental margin and lower285

elevations within the continental interior. Despite the inversion of the typical286

topographic signal between the margin and the continental interior we still287

observe a focused center of subsidence within the continental margin. At its288

deepest the central basin of keel-case 8 is considerably narrower compared to289

previous models but it is similarly bound by two fronts of higher elevation290

(Fig. 4 and Table A.3).291

In keel-case 9 we maintain the reference keel density but increase its292
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Figure 3: Effect of continental keel geometry: case 4 (top left) with standard continental
keel; case 5 (top left) with thick continental keel; case 6 (bottom left) with thin continental
keel; case 7 (bottom right) with extended continental keel. Layout and subplots are similar
to Fig. 2, but we now show viscosity and flow velocity at different timesteps in the small
subpanels.
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viscosity by two orders of magnitude (Table A.2). The margin exhibits similar293

topographic patterns to those observed in cases 4, 5, 7, and 8 with typical294

horst and graben signatures. Both cases 8 and 9 show similar slab behaviour295

in the upper and lower mantle which is consistent with that observed for296

previous cases (Fig. 4).297

Lastly, in keel-case 10 we combine the extended keel of case 7 with the298

higher viscosity keel of case 9. We note very similar behaviour to case 7299

with the development of an extensive and wide deformation front along the300

continental margin. Similar to case 7, keel-case 10 also exhibits multiple301

basins within a central zone of subsidence along the continental margin.302

These are the deepest basins recorded across all models. Trench retreat is303

significant throughout the model evolution and the considerable slab rollback304

results in slab flattening at 660 km depth. After travelling horizontally at305

the top of the lower mantle the deflected slab eventually sinks below 660 km306

depth. This behaviour coincides with the a secondary phase of subsidence307

within continental margin during the later stages of the model evolution308

(Fig. 4).309

3.3. Continental margin variations310

3.3.1. Geometry effects311

We next vary the properties of the continental margin. For margin-case 11312

(Fig. 5) we decrease the margin extent and maintain the standard keel prop-313

erties of keel-case 4 (Fig. 3). We observe that the narrower margin is sig-314
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Figure 4: Effect of continental keel rheology: case 8 (left) with a neutrally buoyant conti-
nental keel; case 9 (centre) with a higher η of 1026 Pa s and case 10 (left) with an extended,
900 km, 1026 Pa s η keel. Top row: Topography; bottom row: viscosity and induced vis-
cous flow velocity
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Figure 5: Effect of continental margin geometry: case 11 (left) with a thin margin and
standard continental keel; case 12 (right) with thin margin and keel. Top row: Topography;
bottom row: viscosity and induced viscous flow velocity

nificantly more deformed than in previous cases, and hosts three narrow315

and long basins within the central zone of deformation and along the edge316

margin closest to the keel. The slab morphology is steeper than that ob-317

served for previous cases and matches that of keel-case 6. Combining a thin318

margin and keel (margin-case 12, Fig. 5) results in smooth overriding plate319

topography without the characteristic regions of uplift and extensive basin320

nucleation common to the previous cases. This is similar to the topographic321

signal recorded in keel-case 6 (Fig. 3). Case 12 shows transient, minor sub-322

sidence along a narrow ledge between the margin and the continental keel, a323

steep slab, limited trench rollback (Table A.3) and widespread tilting of the324

continental overriding plate towards the trench (Fig. 5).325

3.3.2. Rheology effects326

We next test the effect of rheology (Fig. 6). Models have a standard327

keel but for margin-case 13 the amount of plastic yielding allowed within the328
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continental lithosphere (excluding the keel) is reduced by changing λ from329

0.15 to 0.3 (cf. Enns et al., 2005). In case 13 a central uplift trend within330

the continental margin complements the uplift of the continental interior for331

the first 15 Myrs of model evolution (Fig. 6). However, after 20 Ma the332

topography within the margin decreases. This subsidence trend continues333

throughout the model’s middle stages and develops multiple narrow zones334

of focused subsidence towards the later model stages. A consistent centre335

of subsidence also develops within the continental margin at the edge of the336

keel shoulder (Fig. 4 and Table A.3). Contrary to the subsidence recorded in337

previous models this is not confined to the centre of the margin but rather338

to its keel-ward edge (Fig. 5). Despite this variation in topographic signal339

the slab evolution is similar to that observed for cases 4, 5, 8 and 9 (Fig. 6).340

In margin-case 14 (Fig. 6) we increase the amount of plastic yielding341

allowed within the continental lithosphere (excluding the continental keel) by342

decreasing λ from 0.15 to 0.07. This allows the continental plate to be more343

easily deformed. Increased plastic yielding results in an extended continental344

margin with significant subsidence. Subsidence is focused within two main345

basins which are bound by three regions of higher elevations. These zones of346

higher topography bind the margin on either side and a central elevated zone347

separates the two basins. The slab morphology mimics that of keel-cases 7348

and 10 with deflection and flattening above 660 km and eventual descent into349

the lower mantle during the later model stages (Fig. 6).350
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Figure 6: Effect of variations in continental deformation: case 13 (left) with reduced conti-
nental plastic yielding and standard continental keel; case 14 (right) increased continental
plastic yielding. Top row: Topography; bottom row: viscosity and induced viscous flow
velocity

3.4. The influence of continental heterogeneity on trench retreat and the ex-351

tent of continental margin deformation352

The presence of heterogeneity in the continental lithosphere thus influ-353

ences the morphology and topography of the overriding plate, and the trench354

retreat of the subducting lithosphere. Keel geometry and rheology can play355

a role on both the extent and amplitude of the deformation experienced by356

the continental margin. Fig. 7 shows the amount of trench retreat against357

the area of deformed and extended continental margin for all keel variations,358

for the whole model evolution (top), and the upper mantle stages (bottom).359

There is a linear relationship between the increasing trench retreat and the360

increase in deformation extent along the continental margin. This is evident361

in the upper mantle stage of the model evolution (Fig. 7). Comparing model362

evolution across the entire model run, models whose keel geometry varies363

tend to slightly favour increases in trench retreat over increases in the extent364
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of deformation (Fig. 7). Models where the keel rheology varies tend to ex-365

hibit slightly bigger increases in the margin deformation front compared to366

the trench retreat.367

Fig. 7 shows that the keel influence on the overriding plate can be grouped368

into three broad categories. Models with limited keel influence (group A)369

exhibit a restricted deformation extent with a very subdued topographic sig-370

nal, limited extension, and no basin formation on the overriding plate (e.g.,371

keel case 6 and Fig. 7 inset a). The models in group A also have limited372

trench retreat, and show a steep slab morphology in the upper mantle. In373

contrast, group C models show both significant trench retreat and extensive374

deformation along the continental margin. In group C slabs flatten and travel375

horizontally at 660 km depth until they avalanche into the lower mantle dur-376

ing the later stages of model evolution. These models exhibit multiple basin377

nucleation events and deep subsidence within the continental margin. Most378

models, however, sit between these two end members (Group B). The Group379

B models combine a modest deformation extent along the continental mar-380

gin with modest to high trench rollback. These models undergo temporary381

slab anchoring at 660 km depth without the extensive flattening observed382

for Group C models. A central basin, flanked by two zones of higher to-383

pography, is also distinctive of group B models and is reminiscent of horst384

and graben structures observed in places like the Basin and Range along the385

North American margin (Table A.3).386

For models with margin properties variations we observe a significant dis-387
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Figure 7: Trench retreat vs. extent of deformation along the continental margin for keel
variations for the whole model (top) and upper mantle stages (bottom). Top & right
insets: Topography and slab morphology for case 6(a), case 4(b), case 5(c), case 8(d),
case 9(e), case 7(f), case 10(g)
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tinction between geometry and rheological effects (Fig. 8). Geometry vari-388

ations result in a spatially limited deformation front and limited to modest389

trench retreat extents. However, rheological type variations in the continen-390

tal margin (determined here by the amount of plastic yielding allowed in the391

model) show a clear trend of increasing trench retreat with a widening of392

the deformation front on the overriding plate, consistent with the keel vari-393

ations models discussed above. Models with higher plastic yielding exhibit394

larger amounts of trench retreat and wider deformation fronts on the over-395

riding plate than those with limited plastic yielding. Higher plastic yielding396

produces the highest amount of trench retreat and overriding plate margin397

deformation.398

Excluding models with margin geometry variations, where the continental399

margin deformation is dominated by the spatial limits of the margin itself,400

the linear relationship exhibited in Figs. 7 and 8 indicates a strong coupling401

between the subducting plate and the continental margin. This behaviour402

suggests that the overriding plate margin is being dragged and extended as403

the slab rolls back and the trench retreats. While it is clear that the subduct-404

ing slab drives the dynamics of the system, the structure of the overriding405

plate controls how much of that driving force is partitioned between the slab406

rollback and the drag of the continent towards the trench. The continen-407

tal structure also determines where the plate driving forces are partitioned408

on the overriding plate and spatially limits extent of the subducting plate409

influence on the overriding plate, discussed next.410
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Figure 8: Trench retreat vs. extent of deformation along the continental margin for margin
variations for the whole model (top) and upper mantle stages (bottom). Top & right
insets: Topography and slab morphology for case 13(a), case 4(b), case 14(c), case 11(d),
case 12(e)
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3.5. The role of continental heterogeneity and velocity partitioning411

For models with a continental keel the subducting slab and continental412

margin are coupled and their motion is complementary, where both move in413

the same direction with comparable velocities (Fig. 6). However, the conti-414

nental interior overlying the continental keel tends to move at considerably415

slower velocities, if at all (Fig. 9). In these cases there are two competing416

forces; the drag induced by the slab rollback pulling the weaker margins to-417

wards the trench and the stabilising influence of the continental keel which418

resists it. The end result is strain rate focusing within the continental margin419

as this is pulled apart by the retreating trench and trench-ward return flow420

on one side and the stable, slow-moving continental interior on the other side.421

This is true for all models with a continental keel but this effect is particu-422

larly noteworthy in keel-case 7 and margin-case 14 (Fig. 3). In the former,423

the extended nature of the keel results in an even more stable continental in-424

terior and stronger velocity partitioning within the continental margin, while425

in the latter case, the weaker margin accommodates most of the trench-ward426

drag of the slab rollback, moving as one with the trench while the continental427

interior remains mostly unperturbed by the induced slab flow (Fig. A.14).428

The way velocity is partitioned within the overriding plate also reflects429

the slab dynamics in the upper mantle. Extensive trench retreat and wide,430

extended back-arc basins are associated with slab bending and slab flattening431

at the top of the lower mantle. This slab behaviour induces stronger return432

flow within the mantle wedge compared to other slab morphologies (Fig. 9).433
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The presence of a continental keel forces the induced viscous flow within434

a narrow zone underlying the continental margin. This exerts an additional435

drag on the continental margin in the direction of the return flow and towards436

the trench (cf. O’Driscoll et al., 2009). Fig. 9 shows that when increased437

yielding within the continental margin (e.g., case 14) is combined with a438

focused return flow channel, this encourages the formation of four bands439

of different velocity zones within the continental margin (Fig. 9b, central440

column and row) with the fastest moving sections of the continental margin441

found closest to the trench and the slowest moving sections overlap the edge442

of the stable continental interior. The differential margin velocities overlap443

with a broad zone of high strain rates bounded by shear bands which delimit444

the trench-ward and the continental interior sides of the margin (Fig. A.14).445

In models with steeper slab morphologies the induced return flow within446

the mantle wedge is considerably weaker and its extent smaller. However, de-447

spite the limited extent and magnitude (when compared to deflected slab cases)448

the induced viscous flow for these models (e.g., cases 4, 5, 8, and 9) is still449

channeled by the keel into a narrow higher velocity band underneath the450

continental margin and thus also contributes to the drag that is pulling the451

margin towards trench. Fig. 9 a illustrates how the velocity within the con-452

tinental margin is split, with the faster trench-ward edge of the margin over-453

lying the zone of faster channel return flow within mantle wedge. Fig. 9 also454

shows that the split in velocities corresponds to a zone of localized strain-455

rates within the central axis of the margin. This strain focusing allows for the456
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nucleation of subsidence within the margin into a central basin (Fig. A.14).457

Models with thin keels and margins do not exhibit this relationship be-458

tween the trench retreat and the continental margin extent. Fig. 9c shows459

that there is no velocity differentiation across the thin continental margin460

or the continental interior. Despite the fast slab sinking velocities exhibited461

by the slab, the induced return flow is weak and the thin continental keel is462

ineffective at focusing the induced mantle flow into a narrow high-velocity463

channel observed in the previous models. This indicates that the presence464

of a thick continental keel enhances and focuses the induced viscous flow in465

the mantle wedge into a high-velocity channel directly underlying the conti-466

nental margin effectively dragging the continental margin towards the trench467

(cf. O’Driscoll et al., 2009; Paul et al., 2023). For thin continental keels and468

margins the return flow within the mantle wedge is weaker and spread over a469

wider area underneath the entire continental overriding plate. In these cases470

the continental keel is ineffective at channeling the return flow and we see no471

partitioning of the velocities within the continental margin or between the472

continental margin and the interior. In such cases, the slab-induced flow is473

not partitioned across the overriding plate and the continental margin and474

interior move coherently and at the same velocity. As a result there are475

no “pull-apart” forces acting on the margin, and therefore no extension and476

subsidence.477
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Figure 9: Top row: free surface topography, middle row: plots of the velocity magnitude,
bottom row: strain rate plots for case 4 (standard keel), case 14 (weaker margin) and
case 12 (thin margin and keel), showing how the structure of the continent influences
the presence of channeled flow beneath the margin, leading to a partitioning of velocities
across the margin and keel and ultimately focusing of strain-rates and deformation within
the continental margin.
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4. Discussion478

4.1. Model limitations479

The presence of vertical and lateral rheological heterogeneity within the480

continental lithosphere clearly modulates the slab rollback behaviour, the481

partitioning of plate velocities across the continent, and the deformation of482

the overriding plate. We explored simplified models to isolate the effect of483

variations in the type and extent of continental heterogeneity on the de-484

formation of the continental margin and the slab behaviour in the upper485

mantle. In nature, the strength of the lithosphere is expected to be con-486

trolled by a range of factors, including lithological variations, evolving grain487

size, and other damage memory (e.g. Hirth and Kohlstedt, 2004; Montési,488

2013; Bercovici and Ricard, 2016). The implications of these contributions489

on effective viscosity and yield stress are only approximately represented by490

our relatively simple rheological setup. In particular, we do not account for a491

reduction in plastic yield stress with progressive deformation and thus have492

no true strain localisation. Were we to include localization, we would expect493

the difference in topography formation scenarios to be even more pronounced.494

The rheology of our models is also simplified by excluding a multi-mineralic495

slab and mantle, and ignores the effects of phase changes. These simplifi-496

cations may have important implications for the slab behaviour and slab497

induced viscous flow. Moreover, mantle flow in nature is, of course, 3-D and498

due to the restriction of our simplified models, we thus miss the toroidal499

flow component. The latter may play a significant role in slab rollback, up-500
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per mantle slab behaviour, and continental deformation (e.g. Stegman et al.,501

2006; Faccenna and Becker, 2010; Capitanio and Replumaz, 2013). While502

slab dynamics, including the temporal evolution of trench retreat, and the503

partitioning of the plate velocities may thus be affected by all of these com-504

plexities, we expect the relative effects of keels on deformation to be fairly505

similar.506

4.2. Analogues in nature507

The presence of a continental keel can delimit the extent of the back-arc508

deformation and constrain it to a narrow zone of subsidence and extension.509

When the continental keel presence is shifted towards the trench, this further510

spatially limits the amount of back-arc region involved in the margin defor-511

mation and subsidence. Related dynamics may explain the narrow back-arc512

extension observed in some subduction zones such as the Ryukyu subduction513

zone (e.g Faccenna et al., 2014).514

We also find that a combination of weak continental margins and strong,515

extended keels favour wide zones of deformation and extensive subsidence.516

These margins also exhibit multiple basins and significant asymmetry reflect-517

ing the partitioning of the asthenospheric drag underneath the continental518

margin, and the splitting of the overriding plate velocity within the conti-519

nental margin. Models with wide zones of back-arc deformation also record520

the highest amount of trench rollback. This behaviour is consistent with521

the highly extended, asymmetric back-arc deformation observed in the Pan-522
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nonian and Aegean basins (Wortel, 2000; Faccenna et al., 2014) which also523

record multiple basins and considerable subsidence. This suggests that these524

Mediterranean back-arcs involve in combination or separately, rheologically525

weaker continental lithosphere and/or stronger or more extensive continen-526

tal keels. Together with high convergence rates and fast slab rollback may527

contribute to the extensive thinning and extension of the continental margin.528

The properties of the continental keel can also contribute to the uplift529

of the continental margin. In case 8 (Fig. 7), a denser than standard (for530

our models) continental keel produces a neutrally buoyant continental litho-531

sphere and an isostatically uplifted continental margin. The overall uplift532

signal is recorded within a relatively narrow back-arc region similar to that533

of cases 4, 5, and 9 (Fig. 7). The uplifted margin in keel-case 8 also records534

a central, narrow and shallow basin suggesting an analogy to the Andean535

intermontane basins (Horton, 2005) and the late Cretaceous to early Paleo-536

gene intermontane basins of the Laramide orogeny in the Basin and Range537

area, and around the Colorado Plateau (Lawton, 2019).538

5. Conclusions539

The structure of the overriding continental plate directly influences the540

evolution of topography and deformation within the continental margin.541

Variations in keel and margin properties also modulate the slab behaviour,542

the amount of trench retreat, and the partitioning of the slab-induced flow543

across the continental margin and between the margin and the continental544
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interior.545

Wide zones of deformation and extensive subsidence form within the con-546

tinental margin and back-arc regions when the continental keel is strong and547

extended, and the margins are weak. Thin, spatially limited keels, and strong548

margins produce narrow back-arc margins. In nature, back-arc extension and549

subsidence may thus not only reflect convergence kinematics and local struc-550

ture, but may also be affected by the adjacent continental lithosphere.551

Large extended back-arc regions such as the Pannonian and the Aegean552

back-arcs may be a result of an interplay between fast slab rollback and a553

weak continental margin combined with a strong and extended continental554

keel. Narrow margins such as the Okinawa trough in NE Japan may be555

indicative of a comparatively stronger continental margin and weaker and/or556

smaller continental keel. Continental keel properties can also influence the557

uplift of the deformation front and encourage the formation of intermontane558

basins in regions such as the Andes and within the Laramide orogeny.559

Our study underscores the importance of considering heterogeneities in560

the continental lithosphere, such as keel and margin properties, when inves-561

tigating subduction zone dynamics. Further, integrative modeling adapted562

to real-world subduction systems should contribute to a more comprehensive563

understanding of the complex interactions between oceanic plate subduction564

and the highly variable continental lithosphere.565
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Appendix A. Appendix573

Appendix A.1. The Top Boundary Condition Question - Free Slip or Free574

Surface?575

We explore the influence of a free surface and free slip top boundary con-576

dition on the evolution of topopgraphy, continental extension, trench retreat,577

and slab behaviour for cases 1-4 (Table A.2). For keel-free-case 1, there is578

little variation between the free surface and the free slip implementations for579

the slab morphology both at 20 Myrs when the slab is in the upper mantle,580

and also at 80 Myrs when the slab has sunk into the lower mantle. Strain581

rates are also similar and the topography at the surface is comparable save582

for minor, small-scale features (Fig. A.10). For reference-keel-case 2 we main-583

tain a similar continental lithosphere thickness but introduce a 75 km thick,584

higher viscosity continental keel (Table A.2) at the bottom of the continental585

lithosphere. We find that similar to test case 1, in test case 2 there is very586

little variation in the slab morphology, strain rates, or topography recorded587

throughout the model evolution for both the free surface and the free slip588

cases.589

Next, in keel-free-case 3, we further explore the effects of vertical vis-590

cosity variations by introducing a viscosity reduction of an order of mag-591

nitude within the bottom 50 km of the continental lithosphere (Table A.2592

and sec. 2.3). We find that for these models the nature of the top boundary593

condition of the model is important and can result in significant differences594

in strain rates and in the evolution of the continental topography for the free595
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Figure A.10: Surface boundary conditions for keel-free-case 1 models with initial homoge-
neous continental η implementation. Left: Free surface boundary condition. Right: Free
slip boundary condition. Top row: Topography; middle row: viscosity and induced viscous
flow velocity; bottom row: strain rates

surface and free slip versions. Fig. A.12 clearly shows that for test case 3596

the free surface implementation exhibits significant focusing of higher strain597

rates within the continental lithosphere for the first 30 Myrs of model evolu-598

tion. This produces significant topographic contrast with multiple horst and599

graben-like features on the overriding plate which eventually coalesce into600

broader wavelength zones of higher and lower topography. These variations601

in topography and strain rates within the overriding plate are missing in602

the same model set-up with a free slip top boundary condition (Fig. A.12).603

However, slab behaviour across the two set-ups is similar.604

In keel-case 4 we include a continental keel similar to that of case 2 and605

maintain a viscosity reduction similar to case 3 but limit this to the keel-free606

margin of the continental lithosphere (secs. A.2 and 2.3). Comparing the free607
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Figure A.11: Surface boundary conditions for reference-keel-case 2 models with initial ho-
mogeneous continental η and continental keel implementation. Left: Free surface bound-
ary condition. Right: Free slip boundary condition. Top row: Topography; middle row:
viscosity and induced viscous flow velocity; bottom row: strain rates

surface and free slip versions of test case 4 we find that similar to test case 3608

the nature of the top boundary condition plays a significant role in both609

the strain rates and their focusing, as well as the evolution of topography at610

the surface. Here too, we observe strain rate focusing within the keel-free611

∼200 km continental margin, leading to the development of a well-defined612

central basin bounded by two areas of higher topography on either side.613

This topographic signal is maintained through the model evolution, even as614

the continental overriding plate undergoes overall subsidence. The free slip615

version of this set-up is missing both the focusing of the higher strain rates616

within the continental margin (i.e. the keel-free space between the continental617

edge and the keel edge) and the formation of a central basin bounded by two618

shoulders of higher topography (Fig. A.13). Similar to test cases 1-3, slab619
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Figure A.12: Surface boundary conditions for keel-free-case 3 models with continental η
variations. Left: Free surface boundary condition. Right: Free slip boundary condition.
Top row: Topography; middle row: viscosity and induced viscous flow velocity; bottom
row: strain rates

morphology in test case 4 does not seem to be impacted by the type of the620

top boundary condition implemented.621

For this study we first test the impact of top boundary conditions on the622

evolution of topography and slab dynamics in cases 1-4. We then analyze623

the role of variations in continental keel properties (cases 4-10) and conti-624

nental margin properties (cases 11 -14). The variations tested are detailed in625

Table A.2. Continental heterogeneity has a first-order impact on the margin626

subsidence and extent, the number of basins within the back-arc region, the627

elevation change within the continental interior, the trench depth, and the628

trench rollback described in Table A.3 for each model tested.629
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Figure A.13: Surface boundary conditions for keel-case 4 models with continental η vari-
ations and keel implementation. Left: Free surface boundary condition. Right: Free slip
boundary condition. Top row: Topography; middle row: viscosity and induced viscous
flow velocity; bottom row: strain rates

Model

Lower
OP η
(Pa s)

Lower
OP
T
(K)

Keel
Thickness

(km)

Keel
Length
(km)

Keel
η

(Pa s)

Keel
ρ

(kg m−3)

Margin
Thickness

(km)

Margin
Extent
(km)

λ

Case 1 2.5 · 1023 500 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Case 2 2.5 · 1023 500 75 200 2.5 · 1024 3150 150 200 0.5
Case 3 2.5 · 1021 1573 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Case 4 2.5 · 1021 1573 75 200 2.5 · 1024 3150 150 200 0.5
Case 5 2.5 · 1021 1573 100 200 2.5 · 1024 3150 150 200 0.5
Case 6 2.5 · 1021 1573 50 200 2.5 · 1024 3150 150 200 0.5
Case 7 2.5 · 1021 1573 75 900 2.5 · 1024 3150 150 200 0.5
Case 8 2.5 · 1021 1573 75 200 2.5 · 1024 3330 150 200 0.5
Case 9 2.5 · 1021 1573 75 200 2.5 · 1026 3150 150 200 0.5
Case 10 2.5 · 1021 1573 75 900 2.5 · 1026 3150 150 200 0.5
Case 11 2.5 · 1021 1573 75 200 2.5 · 1024 3150 150 150 0.5
Case 12 2.5 · 1021 1573 50 200 2.5 · 1024 3150 100 200 0.5
Case 13 2.5 · 1021 1573 75 200 2.5 · 1024 3150 150 200 0.3
Case 14 2.5 · 1021 1573 75 200 2.5 · 1024 3150 150 200 0.07

Table A.2: Keel and margin variations for models with a free surface and a free slip top
boundary condition, where OP is the overriding plate
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Figure A.14: Zoomed in view for Fig. 9 showing the free surface topography, the velocity
magnitude and strain rate for case 14 (weaker margin). Note the strain-focusing patterns
following the velocity partitioning within the continental margin and the shear bands
linking the central subsidence with the margin shoulders
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Model Margin
Subsi-
dence
(km)

Margin
Extent
(km)

Number
of

Margin
Basins

Interior
Eleva-
tion

Change
(km)

Trench
Depth
(km)

Trench
rollback
(km)

Case 4 3 260 1 1.5 4 860
Case 5 3.5 280 1 1 3.25 790
Case 6 1.5 75 0 1 2.5 475
Case 7 3.5 360 3 1.5 4 890
Case 8 3 310 1 1.5 3.3 760
Case 9 3.5 320 3 1 3.7 725
Case 10 4.5 440 3 1 3.15 710
Case 11 2.5 60 3 1.5 3.75 755
Case 12 1 50 0 1 3.1 580
Case 13 3 195 0 1.5 3.3 805
Case 14 3.5 430 2 1.5 3.89 990

Table A.3: Subduction parameters measured for models with keel variations (cases 4-10)
and margin variations (cases 11-14)
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